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OVERVIEW
Progressive is a U.S. auto insurer.
Personal auto insurance accounts for
about 90% of the company’s
business. Auto insurance in the U.S.
is generally sold in one of 3 ways: 1)
Through independent agents 2)
Through captive agents 3) Directly
on the internet and by phone. The
ﬁrst channel – independent agents –
is usually the most expensive.
Insurers that rely solely on
independent agents tend to have
the highest cost structures because
they must pay these independent
agents – who often sell policies from
up to 13 different insurers – the
highest commissions. Progressive
sells more auto insurance policies
through independent agents than
any other insurer. The company has
a 14.4% share of policies sold
through independent agents. Some
examples of smaller competitors in
this space are Travelers (5.9%
market share), Nationwide (5.8%),
Liberty Mutual (5.5%), Mercury (3.7%),
and Erie (3.6%). Many of the same

GEICO, USAA, and Progressive sell 82%
of all U.S. direct auto insurance

independent agents that sell policies for Progressive also sell policies for these
insurers. The independent agent business works mostly like a price auction
where the lowest bidder wins. A driver who wants auto insurance goes to an
independent agent who often sells policies on behalf of a dozen different
insurers. The agent enters the customer’s personal information and gets
quotes from all the insurers. Independent agents do not always steer their
customers to the lowest price. They have some incentives not to. Progressive
pays independent agents a 10% commission. Competitors often pay a 15%
commission. Some competitors pay their independent agents commissions as
high as 17% to 20%. Insurers also advertise. The total policy acquisition cost of
an insurer depends on how much they spend in advertising, the commissions
they pay to agents, and the amount of direct business (which has no
commissions) they write. Because 45% of Progressive’s business is direct
(through Progressive.com and by phone) and because Progressive pays lower
commissions to independent agents than its competitors do – Progressive has
one of the lowest policy acquisition costs in the industry.
Progressive’s total policy acquisition cost–commissions and other acquisition
costs plus all advertising expenses – is 12.1% of premiums. Allstate’s total policy
acquisition cost is 16.4% of premiums. Travelers’s is 17.6%. Encompass’s is
18.7%. And Mercury’s is 19.5%. Allstate uses captive agents. So Allstate is able
to pay a low commission rate like Progressive. However, Allstate must still
spend on advertising to promote its brand and drive business to those captive
agents. Allstate spends 2.8% of sales on advertising. Allstate’s marketing is
less efficient than Progressive’s because Allstate does not have a direct
business. Progressive uses the same brand name with the same advertising to
promote both its direct and independent agent business. To keep its captive
agents happy, Allstate cannot pursue a direct business. A direct business
would cannibalize sales from agents. This is why most auto insurers have been
unable to create thriving direct businesses.
Unlike the highly fragmented independent agent channel – where the leader,
Progressive, has just a 14.4% market share – the direct channel is extremely
consolidated. Just 3 companies account for the vast majority (82%) of all direct
auto insurance. GEICO has a 45% market share. USAA – which sells to current
and former U.S. military personnel and their families – has a 20% share.
Progressive has a 17% share of the direct market. Since they began selling
polices over the internet, GEICO and Progressive have grown their market
share of the overall auto insurance business very quickly. In 1998, GEICO had a
3.5% market share. By 2012, it had 9.7%. In 1998, Progressive had a 4.2%
market share. In 2012, it had 8.4%. GEICO is a better business than Progressive
because all of GEICO’s business is direct. However, Progressive has
competitive advantages in both the independent agent channel and the direct
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channel. The independent agent
channel is an inferior way of selling
auto insurance because paying
commissions to agents instead of
simply advertising a brand directly to
consumers is actually more costly
per dollar of premiums generated.
For this reason, direct auto insurers
like GEICO, Progressive’s direct
business, and USAA have a cost
advantage over companies that pay
commissions
to
captive
or
independent agents. Progressive’s
independent agent business has
lower policy acquisition costs – and
therefore a lower expense ratio –
than its competitors in that channel.
However,
Progressive’s
overall
policy acquisition cost – and
therefore its total expense ratio – is
higher than GEICO because GEICO
sells all of its policies directly. GEICO
has a 17.2% expense ratio versus
20.5%
for
Progressive.
Both
companies have much lower
expenses than other auto insurers
like Mercury (27.2%), California State
Auto (29.6%), and Safety (31.0%).
Their lower expense ratios are not
an accident. GEICO has always been
focused on achieving the lowest
possible expense ratio. Progressive
has been focused on lowering costs
for the last 26 years of its history.
Progressive did not begin life as a
low cost insurer. Unlike GEICO,
Progressive began as a company
that sold its insurance through
agents
instead
of
directly.
Progressive was founded in 1937.
The company did not differentiate
itself from competitors until the
1950s. Peter Lewis – a son of one of
the company’s co-founders –
created
Progressive
Casualty
Company in 1956 to write auto
insurance for high risk drivers. High
risk – or “non-standard” – policies
are written to cover drivers with a
history of having lots of accidents.
Some of these drivers have
substance abuse problems. Peter
Lewis focused on this niche when
Progressive went public in 1971.
Throughout the 1970s and 1980s,
non-standard auto insurance was a
very fast growing and very proﬁtable
business. From 1978 through 2014,
Progressive’s share price increased
13% a year. The company also paid

plenty of dividends. During the 34 years Peter Lewis ran Progressive,
premiums grew at a pace of 14% a year. Progressive achieved this growth
with much better proﬁts than the auto insurance industry overall. From 1970 to
1992, Progressive had an average combined ratio of 97. That means the
company made 3 cents in underwriting proﬁt (proﬁt before investment
income) for every dollar of premiums it took in from policyholders. Meanwhile,
during those same 22 years, the auto insurance industry as a whole had a
combined ratio of 107. That means the industry had an underwriting loss of 7
cents for every dollar of premiums it took in from policyholders. The only way
these companies managed to be proﬁtable was by investing their “ﬂoat” –
money collected from policyholders but not yet paid out in losses – in a way
that yielded more than 7% a year. Throughout its entire history, Progressive
has generated proﬁts from its underwriting alone. The company’s return on
premiums has been driven by about a 6.5% underwriting proﬁt and a 5.5%
investment yield on its ﬂoat so that it makes about 13 cents for every dollar of
premiums it takes in. Only GEICO has a similar history of proﬁtability.
From its founding until about 1988, Progressive focused on achieving a low
loss ratio instead of a low expense ratio. To do this, the company needed to
more accurately predict losses on speciﬁc drivers than competitors could. In
its niche of high risk drivers, Progressive was consistently able to do this. The
company invested in data collection and analysis starting in the 1950s. It was
the ﬁrst auto insurer to quote at different prices depending on: the model of
car, the driver’s credit report, and usage statistics (electronic monitoring of
braking, acceleration, lane changing, and speed). Competition in nonstandard auto insurance increased in the late 1980s. So, Progressive changed
its strategy. In 1988, Progressive had an expense ratio of 33.2% versus 24.1%
at Allstate (who paid its captive agents less than other insurers paid
independent agents). Progressive focused on cost reduction to close that
gap. By 1994, Progressive had lowered its expense ratio to 22.4% versus
23.6% at Allstate. In the 20 years since, Progressive has maintained its
position as a low cost operator. Progressive copied GEICO in 1994 by creating
1-800-AUTO-PRO. In 1997, Progressive became the ﬁrst company to sell auto
insurance over the internet. Today, Progressive’s direct business accounts for
45% of sales.

DURABILITY: Progressive’s Focus on a Combined Ratio of 96
or Lower Makes it Durable
Auto insurance is a durable industry. The only risk of obsolescence is
driverless cars. Car accidents are caused by human error. If all cars on the
road were driven by computers – there would be virtually no car accidents.
This would eliminate the need for auto insurance. The technical difficulties of
developing driverless cars are not the biggest obstacle to their adoption.
Even much simpler safety technologies like front air bags, side air bags,
electronic stability control, and forward collision avoidance generally took 10
years from the time they were ﬁrst introduced on a car sold to the public till
the majority of new models sold in a given year included these features. So,
the “tipping point” of safety feature adoption by manufacturers is usually
around a decade. Complete adoption takes about 15 years. The average car
in the U.S. is about 11 years old. This number has increased over time. Cars
are more durable now than they were in the past. Based on these ﬁgures, it is
likely that once the ﬁrst driverless car is introduced by a major auto maker on
a popular model it will take another 15 to 20 years before half of all cars are
driverless.
Auto insurance is required by state law. States will certainly not eliminate this
requirement while the majority of cars are still driven by humans. Total
adoption of the technology could take up to 30 years. If enough car owners
prefer to drive themselves instead of letting a computer drive their car for
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them, there could be resistance to
any laws limiting human drivers.
Without such laws, highways would
include a mix of human and
computer driven cars. Under such
conditions, laws might still equally
“fault” driverless cars for accidents
involving human drivers. These legal
complications mean that auto
insurance would probably persist
into the early stages of a mostly
driverless car society. Today, there
are no commercially available
driverless cars. So, the end of car
insurance would likely be some
point 15 to 30 years after the
successful introduction of driverless
cars. The vast majority of net present
value in a stock comes from returns
generated within the ﬁrst 30 years.
Even
if
driverless
cars
are
successfully introduced in the U.S.
soon – and that is a completely
speculative assumption – it is very
likely that auto insurance will persist
as a legal requirement for car
owners for at least the next 15 to 30
years. So, even if the eventual
adoption of driverless cars is a
certainty – the durability of car
insurers as a long-term investment is
still sufficient to generate good
returns for today’s investors. The
shift to a driverless society is far
enough in the future to justify an
investment in Progressive right now.
The greatest risk to Progressive’s
durability is underwriting error.
Progressive writes more insurance –
assumes the risk of more losses –
relative to its surplus (the capital
buffer available to absorb losses)
than other auto insurers. One way of
judging the underwriting leverage of
an insurer is to look at its premiums
relative to its equity plus debt (its
capital). Progressive writes 2 times
its capital in premiums. First
Acceptance writes at 1.7 times.
Inﬁnity at 1.4 times, Mercury at 1.3
times, Safety at just 1 times, while
other insurers – with large non-auto
businesses – like Travelers and
Chubb write at well below their
capital. Underwriting leverage is only
a problem when an insurer’s
combined ratio – its losses and
expenses divided by its premiums –
exceeds 100. Companies with
underwriting losses in a normal year

Since 1996, PGR (92.6) and GEICO (93.9) have averaged similar combined ratios

must be very careful not to write too much insurance relative to the capital
that can absorb those losses.
To understand the risk in Progressive, it is critical to understand the concept
of a combined ratio. Insurers generate a “return on sales” (sales are called
premiums in the insurance industry) in two ways. One: the policyholder pays
more to the insurer than the insurer pays out in corporate expenses,
commissions, advertising, and losses. Two: the insurer makes money by
investing the premiums paid upfront by its policyholders in securities like
common stocks, preferred stock, corporate bonds, municipal bonds, and
federal government debt. Different insurers try to make their money in
different ways. Historically, Progressive has generated more than half of its
return on sales from its underwriting. This is unusual. In a normal year, the
average insurer loses money on its underwriting. But it more than makes up
for that by investing its ﬂoat. Progressive earns a lot from underwriting relative
to other insurers. It earns little from investing. And Progressive takes much
less investment risk than other insurers. In 2013, Progressive was 75% in
bonds and these bonds were actually short-term government debt due in 2
years or less. In the last 20 years, Progressive’s only major investment loss –
when the company had more losses than gains on investments for the year –
was during the 2008 ﬁnancial crisis. Progressive held preferred stock in big
banks. The company marked these securities to market. Progressive did not
realize actual losses on the preferred stock. After the banks were bailed out,
they continued to make payments on their preferred stock and these
securities rebounded fully in value in the years since. Given today’s
conservative investment policy, the investing side of Progressive’s business
does not present any risks to the company’s survival even under crisis
conditions worse than 2008.
All of the long-term risk in Progressive comes from the underwriting side.
Because Progressive takes in double its capital base in premiums each year,
any underwriting loss would lead to a hit double that magnitude relative to
capital. For example, in 1991 and 2000 Progressive had a combined ratio of
about 105. This means the company had an underwriting loss equal to 5% of
its sales. Because sales are twice capital, the company lost about 10% of its
capital in each of those years. Obviously, investment gains offset some of this
loss. Progressive maintains a ratio of debt to total capital of about 25% to
30%. When debt is 30% of total capital, a 10% destruction of capital causes a
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14% destruction of equity (10% / 0.7 =
14.3%). This is because debt only
absorbs losses after all of a
company’s
equity
has
been
impaired. Shareholders should focus
on the amount of underwriting
losses relative to equity that
Progressive can cause in any one
year. Assuming premiums are
double capital and equity is 70% of
capital, it would take a combined
ratio of 112 to destroy a third of
Progressive’s equity (12% * 2 = 24%;
24%/0.7 = 34%). Theoretically, it is
not difficult to imagine a scenario
where Progressive’s underwriting
loss forced the company to raise
capital by issuing stock and diluting
its shareholders.
In practice, Progressive’s culture
minimizes the risk of large
underwriting losses relative to the
company’s
capital
cushion.
Progressive has a 96% combined
ratio target. It has been remarkably
consistent in averaging a combined
ratio below this target. Since 1991,
the company’s average combined
ratio was 92.6%. In the last 20 years,
the average was 92.3%. In the last
15: 92.6%. In the last 10 years: 92.5%.
And over the last 5 years: 93%.
Since 1991, Progressive has failed to
hit its 96 combined ratio 4 times. The
company’s combined ratio was 103.6
in 1991, 96.5 in 1992, 98.3 in 1999,
and 104.4 in 2000. Progressive has
yet to miss its 96 combined ratio
since the turn of the millennium.
Some of this consistency in
underwriting may be due to pricing
data. Progressive updates its prices
faster than any other auto insurer. It
is usually the ﬁrst company to raise
prices.
The most important element in
Progressive’s combined ratio is not
competence. It is culture. The
company never changes its stated
goal of growing as fast as possible
while keeping a combined ratio of
96. It has always said that any
growth above a combined ratio of
96 must be avoided.
Here is what Progressive’s CFO said
about the 96 combined ratio target
in 2013: “(We) often get asked the

question, ‘Would you consider changing your 96 combined ratio target?’
Certainly, in the most recent environment with lower interest rates, would we
consider changing the combined ratio target? The simple answer to that is no.
We feel that it served us well in a number of cycles, with economic cycles,
(and) underwriting cycles And for us it creates a good balance between
attractive margins and competitive rates for customers. It’s important that we
meet those proﬁtability targets because we are more leveraged to
underwriting results…At the end of last year, our premium to equity was close
to 2.7 to 1. A peer set of other…companies…were closer to 1 to 1….This
combination of disciplined underwriting, ensuring we meet our proﬁt targets,
and leverage the underwriting results is how we create good returns for
shareholders.”

MOAT : Progressive is the #2 Low Cost Operator behind GEICO
Competition in the auto insurance business is based on: price, brand
awareness, and an agent’s advice. In the direct channel, customers select a
policy for themselves by going to the website of a brand they recognize and
believe will have a low enough price. For most Americans who choose to buy
their auto insurance on the internet there are two choices: GEICO or
Progressive. In 2013, Progressive spent $613 million on advertising. GEICO
spent $1.1 billion. Despite spending 80% more on advertising, GEICO’s
advertising as a percent of premiums was just 6.5% versus 9% for
Progressive. GEICO has the widest moat in the auto insurance business. Over
time, both GEICO and Progressive will increase their market share. GEICO will
always have more market share than Progressive, because GEICO can always
spend more in total on its advertising while actually spending less per policy
acquired. GEICO’s existing policyholder base consists entirely of direct
business. GEICO does not pay any commissions to any agents to sell its
insurance. GEICO also has more preferred risk drivers than Progressive.
Preferred risk drivers have higher retention rates than non-standard risk
drivers. GEICO’s history was in preferred risk while Progressive’s was in nonstandard. Over time, the company’s policyholder bases will converge to a
more varied mix of customers acquired directly through their websites. Until
that happens, GEICO will always have a higher retention rate. The
combination of bigger scale in the direct business and a higher retention rate
(GEICO can retain 90% of its customers from year to year while Progressive
retains just 80%) means that GEICO can pay less per dollar of premiums it
collects in advertising and still expose the public to more ads than
Progressive does. This historical lead on Progressive will never close as long
as GEICO advertises aggressively. GEICO will have the widest moat in auto
insurance forever. Progressive has no competitive advantages versus GEICO.
However, Progressive has competitive advantages versus all insurers except
GEICO. Over time, Progressive’s lead over these other insurers will grow and
their cost advantage due to ﬁxed investment and advertising will grow. The
internet actually increased the barriers to entry in auto insurance because it
allowed for the growth of giant direct insurer brands like GEICO and
Progressive. The competitive playing ﬁeld was always more level in the
independent agent channel than it will ever be in the online channel.
Both GEICO and Progressive’s cost advantage over other insurers is bigger
than it appears to be. GEICO and Progressive are generally considered to
have the lowest or among the lowest prices in auto insurance. The industry’s
combined ratio is often around 100. GEICO and Progressive’s combined ratio
is often around 90. That means they both charge less and make more than
their competitors. GEICO is not promoted by agents. And independent agents
report that they sometimes try to steer customers away from Progressive
whenever Progressive’s quote is not far below another insurer’s quote for that
client. Despite paying the lowest commissions to agents, Progressive has
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grown its independent agent
business faster than competitors
who pay agents more. Independent
agents report this is because
customers who come to them
recognize the Progressive name
from TV ads. Most agents claim
Progressive is the easiest insurance
brand to sell customers on. This is
important because conversion rates
when a customer visits an agent are
worse than conversion rates on
GEICO and Progressive’s website
(customers only visit the site when
they know this is the brand they
want and they are ready to switch
now). Progressive also has the best
systems for agents to use.
Progressive sells more insurance
through independent agents than
other insurers so it has certain scale
advantages in providing technology
to support those independent
agents.
Since Progressive and GEICO
started selling auto insurance online
in the 1990s, new entrants have
failed to make money online. There
are several reasons for this. One,
existing insurance companies who
have captive agents or sell through
direct agents are reluctant to sell
online because their agents rebel
against the move. Progressive made
the switch because it already offered
agents the lowest commissions and
agents have fewer choices they can
steer a non-standard driver toward.
Basically, Progressive’s relationship
with its independent agents had
always been more adversarial. Even
agents who sell a lot of Progressive
policies claim the company is their
brand of last resort. But they are
unable to sell other policies to a
customer if Progressive’s quote is
much lower than other options or if
other
insurers
the
customer
recognizes refuse to cover the nonstandard driver. Progressive has
always been willing to cover more
drivers at lower prices than other
insurers. So, even when an agent
could make a 15% commission
selling another insurer they end up
making 10% on a Progressive policy
because they never want to turn a
customer away. Progressive does
have lower retention rates than other
insurers. This could be due to having

PGR spends 3.5 cents more on expenses per dollar of premiums than GEICO

more non-standard (and especially younger drivers) in their base of existing
policyholders. Some agents claim it is due to them “shopping” for a higher
commission when a policy comes up for renewal. The vast majority (between
80% and 90%) of auto policies are simply renewed with the same insurer
every year. Independent agents rarely shop for a lower price for their clients
each year because neither the client nor the agent wants the hassle of
switching insurers for a slightly lower price. However, agents may try to move
a client from Progressive (which pays just a 10% commission) to an insurer that
pays a 15% commission because this is equivalent to a 50% pay raise for the
agent. Whether this has a meaningful inﬂuence on Progressive’s independent
agent business or not is difficult to prove. Progressive has a lower retention
rate in its independent channel than other insurers do. But Progressive’s
peers insurer drivers who are more likely to renew. The mix of Progressive’s
drivers up for renewal seems to be a much larger inﬂuence on retention rates
than agents seeking higher commissions.
Progressive’s 3 disadvantages in growing market share versus competitors
are: 1) Insistence on a 96 combined ratio 2) lower retention rate 3) lower agent
commissions. Competitors often target a 100 combined ratio. So, competitors
are willing to price 4% below Progressive for taking the same risk. In practice,
both Progressive and GEICO have consistently taken market share from
competitors with higher combined ratios while offering lower prices. It is likely
that both GEICO and Progressive are at least 4% better at underwriting than
their competitors. The evidence for this is that they generally have lower
prices but do not have higher loss ratios. Progressive’s lower retention rate is
a real disadvantage versus competitors. However, this is not a disadvantage
in acquiring new business. The retention rate is mostly driven by the speciﬁc
driver’s tendency to look for a new insurer from time to time. If Allstate
attracted the same drivers that Progressive does, it is likely their retention rate
would be as low as Progressive’s. Finally, lower agent commissions are an
impediment to sales growth in the independent agent channel. However,
Progressive has gained market share in this channel over time. Even in the
independent agent channel, Progressive’s low cost, high brand awareness,
and superior technology platform have been enough to overcome the
ﬁnancial disincentive agents have to sell Progressive insurance. A
Progressive policy is usually the least proﬁtable policy an independent agent
can sell. Nevertheless, independent agents have tended to increase the
proportion of Progressive policies they sell over time. This shifts proﬁts away
from independent agents and toward both Progressive and policyholders.
Progressive gets to have a lower expense ratio while policyholders get
cheaper insurance.
There is no reason to believe Progressive will ever have as wide a moat as
GEICO. However, GEICO and Progressive have big advantages versus all
other competitors. Progressive’s CEO estimates that about half of all drivers
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who are truly new to the insurance
market
go
with
GEICO
or
Progressive. The two companies
combined have just a 20% market
share in the industry but a 50%
share of new business. Given
decades, there is no reason their
market share will not more than
double. Warren Buffett said it best in
2003: “They (Progressive) and we
(GEICO) have the strongest systems
long-term.”

QUALITY: Progressive’s
Quality Comes from Its Ability
to Generate an Underwriting
Proﬁt in Almost All Years
Progressive is the second highest
quality business in the U.S. car
insurance industry. GEICO is the ﬁrst.
Progressive and GEICO are the only
two U.S. car insurers that have
consistently gained market share
over the last couple decades.
Progressive acquires more new
customers
than
any
other
competitor. Together, Progressive
and GEICO get over 50% of truly
new – ﬁrst time car insurance buyer
– business. Progressive’s CEO
repeated this fact in 2013: “I’ve said
before,
between
GEICO
and
ourselves, we capture a very
signiﬁcant part of the new market,
the new business marketplace,
somewhere over 50% of that.”
Progressive is especially strong in
attracting young drivers. However,
Progressive has a much lower
retention rate than car insurers
generally. The average U.S. car
insurer retains 90% of their business
from year-to-year. In other words,
there is a 50% chance that a new
customer acquired today will still
have their car insurance policy with
the same insurer at the start of 2021.
Retention is very high because 77%
of insured drivers do not make any
attempt to look for a new provider
each year. They do not seek new
quotes, visit an agent, or do any
online searches for cheaper policy
choices. Only 23% of insured drivers
actually make an effort to seek out
possible substitutes for their existing
insurer. Most (55%) of those drivers
who do seek out different options
ultimately stick with their existing

Progressive’s combined ratio was below 100 in 21 of the last 23 years (91% of the time)

provider. So, only 23% of drivers look for a new insurer in a given year. And
only 10% of drivers actually make the switch. Drivers are most likely to switch
after a negative claims experience. So, drivers who have more accidents will
have more claims and will therefore have a greater chance of a poor claims
experience with their insurer. Customers who bundle multiple policies –
homeowners and auto, renter’s insurance and auto, etc. – are more likely to
stay with their existing insurer. As with most services there is a tendency for
older, wealthier, and married customers to make fewer changes than
younger, poorer, and single customers.
Preferred policies have higher retention than standard policies and much
higher retention than non-standard policies. Progressive started as a nonstandard insurer. GEICO started as a preferred insurer. In 1994, Progressive’s
client base was 94% non-standard. By 2001, GEICO’s client base was still 81%
preferred. As both companies grew their direct sales on the internet their mix
of business shifted away from their original focus and toward a more
representative sample of the entire pool of U.S. drivers. Progressive’s direct
channel is not as focused as their independent agent channel. Progressive
gets 15% of all non-standard policies sold through independent agents but
only 5% of all preferred policies sold through agents. There are several
reasons for this. One of the biggest is that Progressive has long paid the
lowest commissions in the industry. Many insurers are willing to provide a
quote for preferred (“low risk”) drivers. Many insurers are also willing to
provide a quote for standard (“normal risk”) drivers. Fewer insurers are willing
to provide a quote for non-standard (“high risk”) drivers. Agents report that
Progressive is often their “writer of last resort”. Agents always want to close a
sale rather than lose a potential customer. Most customers will bring in
continuous business with that agent year after year for a very long time.
Agents actually have a lower rate of converting customer interest into an
actual policy than the direct channel. Customers who seek out Progressive or
GEICO because they see their ads are very likely to only go to the website
once they have decided that is the insurer they want. The risk of losing a
potential customer forces agents to take any commission they can when only
one insurer – like Progressive – offers a quote the customer likes. This may
happen in certain situations where the driver has a substance abuse problem,
a long history of accidents, and other high risk factors. It is also important to
remember that most independent agents do not sell policies for most
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insurers. Generally, an agent might
be able to check something like 10
insurers for quotes and then show
the customer the 3 best quotes.
Progressive has a much better
known brand name than other
insurers focused on non-standard
drivers. Agents report it is always
easy to sell a Progressive policy
because everyone knows the name
from TV commercials.
The two biggest differences in
quality
between
GEICO
and
Progressive are scale and retention
rates. Each of GEICO’s customers is
worth more because GEICO has an
89% customer retention rate versus
just 80% at Progressive. This means
the average GECICO customer stays
2 and a half years longer (6.5 years
vs. 4 years) with the company than
the average Progressive customer.
Much
of
this
difference
is
demographic.
Progressive
has
younger customers and more nonstandard drivers than other leading
insurers. GEICO has more preferred
business than other insurers.
Progressive also lacks much of a
bundling business. Progressive’s
biggest competitive disadvantage in
terms of renewals was its lack of
insurance products outside of autos.
Agents could convince customers to
switch to a different – often higher
commission paying insurer – that
offered homeowners insurance and
auto insurance as a bundle. In 2008,
Progressive started Progressive
Home Advantage to sell renter’s
insurance
and
homeowner’s
insurance as add-ons to existing
Progressive
auto
insurance
customers. Customers who bundle
Progressive auto with a Progressive
renter’s insurance policy have a 91%
retention rate. Only 10% of
Progressive’s
customers
have
bundled policies. If Progressive
could ever increase its retention rate
from 80% to an industry average
90% the result would be very good
for earnings. Progressive’s growth is
severely slowed by the difference in
retention rate between the company
and its competitors. In the very longterm this is easy to quantify.
Progressive and GEICO combined
have 18% of the U.S. auto insurance

market. However, Progressive and GEICO combined have more than 50% of
the new U.S. auto insurance market. Logically, if both GEICO and Progressive
had the same retention rate as their competitors and they continued to get
more than 50% of all new auto insurance business, the two companies would
have a combined market share of 50%. In the decades ahead – as older
drivers die off, and younger drivers look to the internet instead of agents for
their auto insurance – it is not at all unreasonable to believe that both GEICO
and Progressive can double their current market share. This is because their
share of new business is triple their market share. Eventually, if new business
stays with you at the same rate as it stays with your competitors and old
business tapers off – the share of new business predicts future market share.
Progressive’s quality comes from being the market share leader in the
independent agent channel and being in second place in the direct channel.
The direct channel is much more concentrated than the agent channel. There
are only 3 direct auto insurers with real scale: GEICO, Progressive, and USAA.
USAA focuses on current and former members of the U.S. military and their
families. So Progressive and GEICO are the two most comparable companies.
They are the two companies that will gain the most market share in the future.
However, there is no structural reason why Progressive should ever close the
gap in the direct channel between it and GEICO. GEICO can actually operate
at even higher combined ratios than Progressive because GEICO has Warren
Buffett to invest its money in stocks. Progressive mostly owns short-term
government backed securities. GEICO also has a higher retention rate and no
conﬂict of interest with independent agents because it has no independent
agents. As a result, GEICO can proﬁtably spend more on advertising each
year than Progressive can. Car insurance is a true commodity product. So
brand awareness is what matters. Segmenting customers based on brand
preference is unrealistic. For this reason, Progressive has no clear path to
ever overtaking GEICO. In the long-run, GEICO and Progressive can both
increase their market share while having combined ratios below 100 and
returns on equity above 10% a year in almost all years. However, GEICO’s
market share will almost certainly be higher than Progressive’s at all points in
the future because GEICO is starting – today – from a position of greater size
in the direct business and has higher retention rates. Progressive’s one clear
path toward becoming a high quality business is increasing its retention rate
through bundling.

CAPITAL ALLOCATION : Progressive Lowers Debt to 30% of
Total Capital and Then Returns all Other Cash to Shareholders
Progressive’s capital allocation is very unusual for an insurer. The company
buys back more stock than most insurers do. It also focuses much more on
underwriting proﬁt than on investment results. Progressive has low ﬁnancial
leverage in the sense of having very little debt – bonds – outstanding
compared to its equity. However, Progressive has very high operating
leverage – which in the case of an insurer is just another form of ﬁnancial
leverage – by having a very high ratio of premiums written to statutory
surplus. Progressive generally takes in about three dollars in premiums for
every one dollar of equity. This means that at a combined ratio of 96 – which
is the company’s target – it would earn a 12% pre-tax return on equity without
counting any investment results. The math is simple. One dollar of equity
supports three dollars of premiums. Each dollar of premiums is supposed to –
at the 96 combined ratio target – earn the company 4 cents in underwriting
proﬁt. So, 4 cents in underwriting proﬁt times 3 dollars of premiums per dollar
of equity equals 12 cents of underwriting proﬁt per one dollar of equity. Over
the last 25 years, Progressive actually averaged a combined ratio of less than
93. If the same 93 combined ratio were achieved on premiums that were 3
dollars of premiums taken in for every 1 dollar of shareholder’s equity, the
company would earn a 21% pre-tax return on equity before taking any
investment results into account. This would result in a 13% to 14% return on
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equity after-tax if investments
returned 0%. Progressive’s “ﬂoat” –
cash received in premiums but not
yet paid out to policyholders to
settle claims – is generally a bit
higher than the amount of premiums
it writes in any one year. And,
historically, Progressive has earned
between 5% and 6% a year on its
investment portfolio. This is not very
different from what a bond portfolio
earned in normal times. If one
assumes that – in the future – an
investment portfolio can once again
return 5% a year, then Progressive
can achieve pre-tax returns on
equity of between 17% and 26% a
year. This results in 11% to 17%
returns on equity after taxes. The
reality would actually be a bit better.
Progressive uses some debt (the
company generally ﬁnances its
operations with 70% equity and 30%
debt) and insurance companies can
pay lower taxes than other U.S.
corporations if they invest in certain
securities. Progressive tends to pay
fairly high taxes. But their tax rate is
a couple percentage points lower
than the 35% federal rate. It is
impossible to predict results in any
one year. However, the capital
allocation strategy that Progressive
uses should result in returns on
equity between 10% and 20% in
most years. Progressive is capable
of these kinds of returns on equity
while maintaining excellent credit
ratings with the credit rating
agencies and excellent ﬁnancial
strength ratings from A.M. Best.
Progressive’s investments are mostly
in very short-term government
backed securities. The company’s
debt is mostly in very long maturity
ﬁxed rate bonds. Progressive does
not have a set dividend it increases
every year. So, the company has a
lot of ﬁnancially ﬂexibility.
That does not mean Progressive is
without risks. There is one big risk at
Progressive and that is underwriting
risk. Investment losses alone will not
ruin Progressive stock as a long-term
buy and hold investment. Poor
underwriting results will. In fact, poor
underwriting results could kill
Progressive. The math here is
simple. If Progressive takes in up to
3 times its shareholder’s equity in

Over the last 10 years, Progressive has returned $11.5 billion in buybacks and dividends

premiums each year then Progressive can lose up to 3 times as great a
percentage of its equity as it loses per dollar of premiums. In 19 of the last 23
years (83% of the time), Progressive hit its 96 combined ratio goal. As we saw
earlier, in years where Progressive achieves this goal, return on equity will be
adequate given the company’s capital allocation approach. It is those 4 bad
years in 23 we need to focus on now. In 1991, Progressive had a combined
ratio of 103.6. In 1992, Progressive had a combined ratio of 96.5. In 1999,
Progressive had a combined ratio of 98.3. And in 2000, Progressive had a
combined ratio of 104.4. Since 2000, Progressive has always hit its 96
combined ratio goal. The performance in 1992 and 1999 was poorer than
normal, but the company still generated an underwriting proﬁt. A performance
like either of those years would not endanger Progressive’s ﬁnancial position
in any way. It is only in years where Progressive has a combined ratio above
100 that there is a problem. In 2 of the last 23 years (9% of the time),
Progressive had an underwriting loss. This means – at a minimum – investors
in Progressive stock need to be prepared for 1 money losing year each
decade. Progressive generally does not take in more than 3 dollars in
premiums for every 1 dollar of shareholder’s equity. An underwriting loss of
3.6% of premiums – like in 1991 – would result in a pre-tax hit to shareholder’s
equity of 10.8%. The loss in 2000 was worse. Progressive had a 4.4%
underwriting loss in 2000. At 3 times leverage, that is a 13.2% pre-tax hit to
equity. These losses can either be mitigated or exacerbated by Progressive’s
investment gains and losses. However, investment results are a very minor
factor for Progressive compared to most insurers. Progressive’s worst annual
investment loss was 9.5% of its portfolio. Excluding 2008, the company has
not posted an annual investment loss in its portfolio at any point since 1993.
And, in reality, the 2008 was “mark-to-market”. Progressive did not sell the
securities it marked down. Those securities were held and eventually resulted
in a proﬁt. Progressive’s current investment allocation is more conservative
than it has been in the past. It is also more conservative than almost any other
publicly traded insurer. The company has almost no interest rate risk since its
average ﬁxed income investment matures in 1-2 years.
Since 2007, Progressive has not paid a quarterly dividend the way many
public companies do. Instead, Progressive uses a variable formula based on
after-tax underwriting income. The company uses the same formula to
calculate bonuses to employees and dividends to shareholders. Progressive
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repurchased 27% of its total shares
outstanding over the last 10 years.
The company’s current cash levels
are higher than the targeted mix of
30% debt to total capital. The
company has about $490 million
more in capital than it targets. That
means the company can return
about 83 cents per share to
shareholders at some point –
through share buybacks, the variable
dividend, or special dividends – to
get to the desired 30% net debt to
total capital level. Progressive’s
capital allocation policy in terms of
how much to allocate to the variable
dividend, special dividends, or share
buybacks is unclear. The company
has formulas and does say it buys
back more stock when the stock is
cheap.
There
is
evidence
Progressive tries to time both share
buybacks and long-term debt
issuance. However, the certainty in
Progressive’s
capital
allocation
comes from what it considers
surplus cash that needs to be
returned
to
shareholders.
Progressive
never
makes
acquisitions. And it always seeks to
return to a level of 30% debt to total
capital. Whenever debt gets below
30% of total capital, Progressive
returns that cash to shareholders in
the form of stock buybacks, variable
dividends, and special dividends.
Because Progressive is such a high
quality company – shareholders
would beneﬁt most from share
repurchases. Progressive has shown
a greater commitment to share
repurchases – buying back 27% of
the company in the last 10 years –
than the vast majority of public
companies. So it is hard to fault
management for not focusing all
returns of capital on share buybacks
instead of using both buybacks and
dividends. The exact way cash will
be paid back to shareholders is
unclear. But the 30% debt to total
capital target is certain. It is also
certain that Progressive is about
$500 million – or more than 80
cents a share – overcapitalized
relative to its target. This will be paid
out at some point.
.

VALUE: Progressive is Worth More Than 1.3 Times the
Premiums it Writes
Since 2007, the stock market has valued Progressive at about 1 times
premiums. Progressive’s ratio of enterprise value to premiums was 1.4 in
2004, 1.8 in 2005, and 1.4 in 2006. However, from 2006 on Progressive’s
enterprise value to premiums has remained in a very tight range of 0.9 to 1.1
times. Progressive’s normal “owner earnings” can be estimated by using a
return on sales approach where premiums stand in for sales. Progressive
targets a combined ratio of 96 and has achieved this in 19 of the last 23 years.
The company has historically earned 7.5% of premiums in underwriting proﬁt
and 5.5% of premiums in investment proﬁt. Taken together, these two
sources of proﬁt add up to a 13% normal pre-tax return on premiums.
If owner earnings are calculated in this way, Progressive is cheaper than its
closest peers. Progressive trades at 7.3 times normal owner earnings. Inﬁnity
trades at 7.9 times normal owner earnings. First Acceptance trades at 8.6
times. Safety Insurance at 9 times. Direct Line at 11.1 times. And Mercury
General at 11.9 times. While the quality of these peers varies – Progressive
has a better competitive position than most of them. Most importantly,
Progressive trades at a very low price to underwriting proﬁt. Progressive
trades at 15 times underwriting proﬁt. None of the peers mentioned earlier
trade at less than 22 times underwriting proﬁt.
This is signiﬁcant because although future investment returns may be much
lower than past investment returns if interest rates stay low for a long time –
there is no reason to believe normal underwriting proﬁts will be lower in the
future than they were in the past. In fact, the lower the yield on bonds is the
less incentive there is for insurers to write policies at high combined ratios
because the value of the “ﬂoat” the premiums generate is only as good as the
expected return they can get on their investments. So while some argument
can be made that investment returns – especially on the kinds of bonds
Progressive invests in – will be lower than usual for a long time to come, there
is no real reason to believe underwriting proﬁt should be lower in the future
than it was in the past.
Over the last 23 years, Progressive averaged a 7.5% underwriting margin.
Because Progressive was in the non-standard auto insurance business almost
exclusively before the 1990s and the non-standard business was a very
proﬁtable niche before the late 1980s, Progressive’s underwriting record over
the last 50 years would actually be even better than its underwriting record
over the last 25. So, the expectation of a 7.5% underwriting margin in the
future is well supported by the company’s past record. Based on this
assumption, Progressive is trading at the after tax equivalent of a P/E of 23
before any investment return is considered. Historically, Progressive got a
little over 40% of its earnings from investments (the other 60% came from
underwriting). If this pattern holds in the future, Progressive is now trading at
the after-tax equivalent of a P/E of 11. That is a very low price for a company
with a very strong competitive position in the direct insurance business.
Progressive is second only to GEICO in direct insurance and direct insurance
is certain to take much more market share for at least the next decade or two.
A price to normal earnings of 11 seems very low for a company that will have
some growth and will pay out all of its earnings in stock buybacks and special
and variable dividends. Throughout history, American stocks have averaged a
price of about 15 times earnings which is equivalent to 10 times pre-tax proﬁts
given today’s corporate tax rate. Using the 10 times pre-tax proﬁt as a
reasonable level for Progressive, the company should trade at 1.3 times
premiums because it should earn a 13% return on premiums in the future.
Now, the argument can be made that Progressive should actually trade at a
lower level in the future than it did in the past because its investment portfolio
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will earn less per dollar of ﬂoat than
it did in the past. However, this
argument that turns out to be ﬂawed.
Progressive invests in securities. The
company focuses on bonds rather
than stocks. However, bonds and
stocks both compete for investor
money. Low interest rates that tend
to push down the yield on bonds
also tend to push down the earnings
yield on stocks. This means that
persistently low interest rates should
result in higher P/E ratios. In other
words, if Progressive earns less per
dollar of ﬂoat on its own investments
– investors in stocks should actually
award Progressive shares a higher
multiple per dollar of its earnings,
because there are no good
alternatives available. Progressive is
cheap on an absolute basis if you
consider the P/E of 11 times normal
owner earnings to be a discount to
the more historically normal 15 times
earnings that American stocks have
traded at in the long-term past.
The discount between Progressive
and other stocks today is actually
much greater than that difference
between a P/E of 15 and a P/E of 11.
The average stock is trading at a
signiﬁcant price-to-sales premium to
where it traded in the past.
Progressive is not trading at a
premium to the price to premiums
ratio it traded at in the past. A
comparison of Progressive’s price-to
-sales ratio 10 years ago versus
today with the S&P 500’s price-tosales ratio from 10 years ago and
today illustrates this well. In 2004,
Progressive’s price-to-sales ratio
was 1.3. Today it is 0.8 (leveraged). In
2004, The S&P 500 had a price-tosales ratio of 1.6. Today, that ratio is
1.8. Looking at the spread between
Progressive’s price-to-sales ratio and
the S&P 500’s is particularly useful.
In 2004, Progressive had a price-tosales ratio of 1.3 versus 1.6 for the
S&P 500. Today, Progressive has a
price-to-sales ratio of 0.8 versus 1.8
for the S&P 500. The past record for
Progressive suggests a 13% return
on sales (7.5% from underwriting and
5.5% from investing) is possible.
Right now, the S&P 500 is actually
earning more than a 13% pre-tax
return on sales. However, this is a
temporary occurrence. Throughout

Progressive’s price-to-sales ratio is 56% lower than the S&P 500’s price-to-sales ratio

the history of Progressive and the history of the S&P 500 there has been no
consistent return on sales advantage for the S&P 500 over Progressive at all.
This last point is critical to keep in mind. Progressive is trading at a 56%
discount to the S&P 500’s price-to-sales ratio. Progressive’s stock is 56%
cheaper per dollar of sales than the S&P 500. However, the S&P 500’s sales
have – historically – not been any more productive than Progressive’s. Each
dollar of S&P 500 sales has not resulted in more cents of operating earnings
than the same dollar of sales at Progressive. Based on the past record alone,
there is no reason to believe Progressive should trade at a lower price-tosales ratio than the S&P 500. And yet the difference in the price-to-sales ratio
is shockingly large at 1.8 times versus 0.8 times. If this argument from the past
record is correct in its predictions about the future it only proves that
Progressive is a bargain relative to the S&P 500. In theory, the S&P 500 could
be 60% overvalued and Progressive worth a little less than its current price.
That would still make it a relative bargain compared to the S&P 500. It proves
nothing in absolute terms.
GEICO is a better peer than the S&P 500. Warren Buffett paid 1.64 times
GEICO’s premiums to buy the 50% he did not already own in 1995. The
investment has worked out very well for him. Progressive trades at almost half
the price per premiums that Buffett paid for GEICO. However, it is important to
remember that GEICO had Lou Simpson investing its ﬂoat and GEICO was in a
stronger competitive position in its direct business in 1995 than Progressive is
now. GEICO was certainly worth much more than 1.64 times premiums in
retrospect. However, that does not prove that Progressive is worth 1.6 times
premiums today. A very simple way to attempt to value Progressive in
absolute rather than relative terms is to look at the 10-year average return of
cash to shareholders versus today’s shares outstanding. Progressive returned
$1.15 billion a year over the last 10 years. That is equivalent to 7.8% of today’s
market cap. Progressive also grew during this period. It is reasonable – in
fact, quite conservative – to assume Progressive will grow at least 3% a year
in the future. That means a 7.8% cash return plus growth would be more like a
10.8% return. Progressive is bigger today than it was at the start of that 10 year
period. It will almost certainly return more money over the next 10 years than
it did over the past 10 years. If it grows 3% a year, that means Progressive
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stock should return at least 11% a
year over the next 10 years. An 11% a
year annual return expectation over
the next 10 years makes Progressive
a good value in absolute terms as
well as a clear bargain in relative
terms.

GROWTH : Progressive’s
Growth Will Come From its
Direct Business Not its Agency
Business
Car insurance is a very low growth
business. In recent years, it has been
an almost no growth business. Over
the last 30 years, car insurance grew
2.2% a year in real (inﬂation
adjusted) terms. In more recent
years, it has grown even slower.
Technology inﬂuences car insurance
market growth in two ways. It
increases accident severity because
it costs more to replace parts on a
technologically advanced modern
car than a more primitive car.
However, modern cars have much
lower accident frequency than their
non-computerized
predecessors.
Over the last 30 years, the frequency
of accidents declined by 0.8% a
year. This was largely due to the
adoption of technologies providing
stability control, lane keeping,
adaptive cruise control and other
forms of collision avoidance through
computerized driver assistance.
Progressive’s management believes
accident frequency will continue to
decline due to technology. The
number of vehicles on the road
basically tracks population growth.
So, real growth in the car insurance
industry is caused by the difference
between accident severity increases
and accident frequency declines
plus population growth. Population
growth will be lower in the future
than it was in the past. It is
unreasonable to expect the U.S.
population to grow faster than 1% a
year. Accident severity can roughly
track inﬂation. It could grow faster
than inﬂation (or slower) because
higher adoption of new technologies
and more expensive new cars can
cause people to pay more for a car
than they used to simply because
they believe they are getting the

Progressive Direct grew its share of the U.S. car insurance market from 0.5% to 3.8% in
just 14 years

same – or better – value for their money due to technological progress. In
fact, the long-term trend for car prices is a bit – a very small bit – above the
long-term increase in the consumer price index. The difference is at most
about a 4% car price increase versus a 3% consumer price index increase
over the last several decades. This is not strong evidence for any permanent
difference between car price inﬂation and inﬂation in all consumer prices.
For this reason, it makes the most sense to simply assume that the average
policy will – in nominal terms – increase at a rate of inﬂation minus accident
frequency declines. Over the last 30 years, accident severity declined 1% a
year. Car makers are more focused on collision avoidance technologies now
than they were in the 1980s and 1990s. So, there is no reason to believe
accident frequency will decline at any less than 1% a year. A good estimate of
nominal growth in policies is therefore inﬂation minus – at least – 1%. Given
current inﬂation levels in the U.S., this is very close to zero. Accident
frequency could easily decline by 2% a year if adoption of automated driver
assistance for avoiding collisions is much faster than it was in the past. It is
entirely conceivable that accident frequency reductions could offset inﬂation.
If this happens, the car insurance industry would not grow in nominal terms
any faster than the population of insured drivers. A long-term nominal growth
expectation of the population growth rate on the extreme low end and the
inﬂation rate on the extreme high end seems reasonable. It is entirely
possible the car insurance industry as a whole may grow only 1% a year in
nominal dollars. However, it is worth mentioning that this is very dependent
on the future rate of inﬂation. If inﬂation is about 3% a year, nominal growth of
1% a year is entirely possible because of the reduction in crashes per driver
due to better technology.
However, if inﬂation was more like 10% a year, the car insurance industry
would – even with very high reductions in accident frequency – probably
grow more like 8% a year. Simply put, inﬂation will deﬁnitely be passed right
through insurers and on to drivers. There is no scenario in which it is
reasonable for insurers to undercharge for expected losses for more than just
a few years in a row. Car insurance policies are re-priced every 6 months in
the U.S. Companies like Progressive can re-price the quote they will provide
for a driver almost constantly. They are capable of – and actually do make –
slight adjustments to assumptions on a daily basis. Progressive publishes a
monthly ﬁnancial report. The importance of quickly reacting to changes in
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frequency and severity is well
understood.
And
most
of
Progressive’s ability to re-price
policies based on incoming loss data
predates the internet. Progressive is
better than other insurers in how
quickly it does this. But all insurers
can react fairly quickly. And every
insurer can copy the pricing actions
of its competitors. A price increase
taken today will ripple through the
industry and be adopted by
everyone and impact every driver’s
premiums within just a couple years.
If the U.S. experiences any period of
sustained
high
inﬂation,
car
insurance premiums will rise as
rapidly as inﬂation. But putting aside
inﬂation, the actual real growth of
the industry will likely be very close
to zero. Over the last 10 years, the
car insurance industry grew 0.7% a
year. If inﬂation is low, it is probable
that the market will not grow any
faster than that over the next 10
years.
However, Progressive will deﬁnitely
grow faster than the industry.
Progressive gets 45% of its
premiums from its direct business.
The direct car insurance segment of
the overall market – which consists
almost
entirely
of
GEICO,
Progressive, and USAA – has grown
consistently since Americans started
using the internet. In 1995, the direct
channel had 7.7% of all car insurance
policies. By 2000, it was 9.8%.
Market share improved to 11.8% in
2005. Then 16.4% in 2010. And
18.3% in
2012.
GEICO
and
Progressive spend huge amounts of
money advertising their direct car
insurance
business.
The
two
companies together get over 50% of
each
year’s
new
business.
Progressive’s independent agent
business gained market share from
1998 to 2003. However, over the last
10 years, there has been little
change in Progressive’s agency
channel market share. A big reason
for this is probably the “soft” car
insurance
pricing
environment
throughout most of the last 10 years.
Progressive targets a 96 combined
ratio. The company has a lower
expense ratio than its competitors
(other
than
GEICO).
When
Progressive hits a 96 combined

ratio, most competitors earn no underwriting proﬁt (their combined ratio
exceeds 100) in those years. If Progressive overestimates losses – as
happened throughout the last 10 years – and continues to price for a 96
combined ratio, it does not keep prices low enough to force its competitors
into a combined ratio of 100 or higher to match Progressive’s price. In other
words, if Progressive assumes losses will be worse than they actually are and
prices its policies accordingly – the company will not undercut its competitors
on price and will not win as much new business. Progressive overpriced its
policies – due to assuming worse losses than actually occurred – throughout
the 2003 to 2006 period. From 2003 to 2006, Progressive had a combined
ratio between 86 and 89. The company should have been charging about 5%
less than it was for its policies. This overpricing slowed growth. The same
thing will happen in the future. Generally speaking, the higher Progressive’s
combined ratio is the faster the company will grow. The lower the combined
ratio is the slower the company will grow. Over the last 10 years, Progressive
grew its premiums written by 7.7% a year. If the company had earned less in
underwriting proﬁt by pricing its policies lower during soft times, it would have
grown faster. Progressive’s agency business growth is very sensitive to the
company’s combined ratio. It is very price sensitive. During a “normal” market
(92 to 95 combined ratio) from 2008 to 2013, the agency business grew 3.5%
a year. An estimate of 0% to 3% annual growth in Progressive’s agency
business seems reasonable. Progressive’s direct business should be able to
grow 6% to 9% a year (so should GEICO). Progressive’s direct business now
accounts for 45% of its total business. As a result, the company as a whole
should be capable of 3% to 6% annual growth. Because GEICO and
Progressive together account for over 50% of all new business but only 20%
of total market share, Progressive’s direct business alone seems very likely to
provide the company with 3% annual growth regardless of what the other half
(the agency business) of the company does. For this reason, investors can
count on 3% growth at Progressive.

MISJUDGMENT : Progressive’s Safety Depends on it Sticking
to a 96 Combined Ratio Goal
Progressive’s future is completely dependent on its underwriting. The
company writes much more insurance – takes in more premiums – relative to
its capital than its competitors. Progressive’s premiums-to-capital ratio is 2.
First Acceptance’s is 1.7. Inﬁnity’s is 1.4. Mercury’s is 1.3. Safety Insurance
takes in just 1 dollar of premiums for every 1 dollar of capital it has.
Progressive’s mix of 30% debt to 70% equity means the company leverages
its underwriting margin 3 times relative to equity. A combined ratio of 104 (a
level both GEICO and Progressive hit in 2000) can translate into a pre-tax loss
of 12% of total shareholder’s equity. In a normal environment, Progressive
could make up such a loss in just one year.
The company does not lack the data necessary to make good underwriting
decisions. Progressive collects more data and segments it more ﬁnely than
almost any other insurer. Most importantly, Progressive has a history of
writing insurance for high risk drivers, motorcycles, and other vehicles.
Companies with little history outside of standard policies that cover only cars
are more likely to make mistakes expanding into covering different types of
vehicles and higher risk drivers. GEICO has expanded from preferred policies
for cars into a wider mix of business. Progressive has expanded the other way
from harder to analyze niches into easier to analyze more general auto
insurance.
There is no doubt that Progressive segments its data more ﬁnely than any
other insurer. Progressive has often been the ﬁrst insurer to embrace new
types of data that have predictive power. For example, Progressive was the
ﬁrst insurer – back in 1991 – to use driver’s credit histories to help predict
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which drivers would get into more
accidents and cause greater losses.
Progressive developed the Snapshot
program to monitor individual driver
behavior directly. Progressive gives
drivers a device that they put in their
car to monitor driving behavior for 6
months. When the 6 months are
over, the driver returns the device to
Progressive and Progressive gives
the driver a discount based on how
safely they drove. The device
measures lane changing, time of day
the
car
is
driven,
braking,
acceleration, speed, and the amount
of actual usage the car gets. The
discount can be as great as 30%. So
far, over 1.6 million drivers have
participated in the program. As a
result, Progressive has more than 5
billion miles of data. Progressive’s
management claims this data is the
most predictive form of data they
have. Warren Buffett has said that
GEICO does not have a similar
program because they have not
seen evidence that usage based
data can provide a competitive
advantage
in
underwriting.
Progressive’s data collection and
analysis is at least as good as
GEICO’s. It may be better.
Progressive will have as good data
as anyone else in the car insurance
industry. And they will have the tools
to analyze it as well as anyone else.
If Progressive makes mistakes in
underwriting, these mistakes will be
caused by a breakdown in the
culture rather than a lack of analytic
ability. Progressive is similar to
GEICO in many respects. One
negative respect Progressive shares
with GEICO is the ability to do
tremendous harm to the company’s
ﬁnancial position within just a couple
years of bad underwriting. If
Progressive
under-reserves
for
losses or discards its own 96
combined ratio target, it could end
up in the same position GEICO found
itself in the 1970s. Warren Buffett
recounted GEICO’s brush with death
in his 2004 annual letter to
shareholders: “Between 1936 and
1975, GEICO grew from a standing
start to a 4% market share,
becoming the country’s fourth
largest auto insurer. During most of
this period, the company was

Progressive failed to meet its goal of a 96 combined ratio from 1991-1992 and from
1999-2000

superbly managed, achieving both excellent volume gains and high proﬁts. It
looked unstoppable. But after my friend and hero Lorimer Davidson retired as
CEO in 1970, his successors soon made a huge mistaking by under-reserving
for losses. This produced faulty cost information, which in turn produced
inadequate pricing. By 1976, GEICO was on the brink of failure.”
Progressive’s business model is similar to GEICO’s. Faulty cost information
would do the same damage to Progressive today as it did to GEICO 40 years
ago. In 2000, State Farm had a combined ratio of 118. The year 2000 was a
bad one for auto insurers. State Farm’s reckless pricing in that year caused
both GEICO and Progressive to lose money on underwriting. They both had
combined ratios of 104. GEICO’s target is to have “cost free ﬂoat”.
Progressive’s target is to grow as fast as possible without exceeding a
combined ratio of 96. In 2000, GEICO missed its target by about 6% of
premiums while Progressive missed its target by about 8% of premiums. In
other words, prices were 6% too low for GEICO to achieve no cost ﬂoat and
8% too low for Progressive to achieve a combined ratio of 96. State Farm’s
losses were obviously much, much bigger. In 2000, State Farm lost 18 cents
for every one dollar of premiums it took in. If Progressive did the same thing,
its much higher underwriting leverage could cause losses as great as 54% of
shareholder’s equity at a combined ratio of 118. Progressive has never had a
combined ratio anywhere near that level. In the last quarter century, its worst
combined ratio performance was 104.4 in 2000. GEICO also had a combined
ratio of 104 that year. And Progressive’s performance was not worse than
competitors. But the future may not be like the past. GEICO avoided lethal
underwriting mistakes in the forty years before and the forty years since the
bad 5 year patch of under-reserving during the 1970s. If a car insurer like
GEICO or Progressive has 80 good years and 5 bad years – it can still go
broke if the bad years are bad enough and happen one right after the other.
GEICO was too slow to respond to evidence it had under-reserved. The
company had to replace its CEO and undergo a severe culture change.
Progressive has a very consistent culture of extreme discipline in
underwriting. But it is easy to maintain that culture when you only have a
single succession period in 50 years. Over the last half century, Progressive
has had just two CEOs: Peter Lewis (1965-2000), and Glenn Renwick (2001Today). Progressive’s CEO, CFO, head of claims, and head of personal lines
have all been with the company for between 25 and 30 years. So while it is
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true that Progressive has done a
very good job of maintaining
consistent underwriting behavior –
that is easiest when today’s
managers have a direct link with the
company’s cultural past. Every top
executive at Progressive worked
under the former CEO – Peter Lewis
– for more than a decade. They all
started at Progressive when they
were relatively young and spent
most of their careers at a company
that had the same CEO since 1965.
Progressive takes its goal of growing
as fast as possible at a combined
ratio of 96 very seriously. In 2007,
the company’s CEO said: “It is
extraordinarily important to us as
almost a cultural element and also
our clearest communication to our
shareholders.” In 2011 the (same)
CEO said: “…96 not only serves us
well ﬁnancially, and I understand the
trade-offs there, not only serves us
well ﬁnancially, but culturally, it’s a
very, very strong goal. And I would
say, clearly I’m biased on this one,
that Progressive is the company it is,
probably because it has constancy
of purpose. And that constancy of
purpose, while it’s okay to change it
from time to time, has to be an
extraordinary challenge to change it.
And I’d just tell you, I have not
reached that conclusion.” Analysts
ask all the time whether Progressive
will relax this 96 combined ratio rule.
At the 2012 investor meeting the
CEO again denied that would
happen: “…grow as fast as you can
at a 96 is much more than a goal. It
is a cultural imperative to us. It’s how
we operate…from a pure goal
perspective, grow as fast as you can
at 96 is our manta. It is deeply
seated in everything we do in
Progressive. It’s not just sort of just
this week we’ll do that. And don’t
look for new change on that.” There
is almost no risk of Progressive
abandoning
its
underwriting
discipline under Glenn Renwick (the
current CEO): “…it’s a long held
philosophy and one I am very, very
supportive of. This company as an
operating company needs to have a
benchmark around which everything
else operates and bringing the
company in at a 4% underwriting

margin and growing as fast as we can is something that’s a constant…you
should think of Progressive as having a very constant mantra…we’re not going
to change the fundamental operating parameters of the company.” For now,
investors can be conﬁdent in Progressive’s underwriting discipline. If – after
Progressive gets a new CEO – it ﬁnally does abandon the 96 combined ratio
goal, then investors should rethink the investment. But as long as the current
CEO and current 96 combined ratio mantra are in place – there is almost no
risk of repeating GEICO’s near death experience.

CONCLUSION : Progressive is a Great Business Trading at a
Small Discount to a Conservative Valuation
Progressive belongs to the slowest growth industry – car insurance – this
newsletter has ever analyzed. While something like U.S. supermarket sales is
unlikely to grow much at all in real terms – it will grow in nominal terms at a
rate about equal to inﬂation. Because of the decrease in accident frequency –
real losses from car accidents may not grow at all in the future. Any transition
to driverless cars would certainly cause losses – even on the cars that still
had drivers – to decrease in real terms. Car accidents are caused by human
error. The more computers take the responsibility for driving away from
humans – the fewer accidents there will be. Fewer accidents lead to fewer
car insurance claims. Insurance premiums are set through intense price
competition for new business. Basically, the price level at which several car
insurers – besides clear leaders like GEICO and Progressive – can offer to
insure losses and eke out a proﬁt is the level where prices will settle. The
industry has no ability to increase premiums over time faster than losses
increase. Technology can reduce losses. Therefore, technology can reduce
premiums. Simply put, all of the beneﬁts of accident avoidance technology
will go to car owners in the form of lower premiums. Car insurers are
incapable of capturing any beneﬁt from technology long-term because they
compete this beneﬁt away through offering the lowest possible quotes
relative to the competition to attract new business. In the very long-term,
improvements in car driving technology will be purely a consumer beneﬁt.
Drivers only need car insurance to the extent the risk of accidents exist. Over
time, the risk of accidents will decrease. Historically, these frequency declines
have been offset by real increases in the value of losses as cars become
more expensive to repair and replace. However, technology can increase
more rapidly in this area than it did in the past. There is no guarantee at all
that the U.S. car insurance market will not shrink in real terms. This is unusual.
Even something as basic as the supermarket industry will clearly grow a little
in real terms along with the population. That is not the case in car insurance.
So there is real doubt that the car insurance industry as a whole will grow as
fast as – or faster than – inﬂation. At the same time, there is really no doubt
that Progressive will grow as fast as inﬂation. Progressive and GEICO together
get more than 50% of all new business in car insurance. The two companies
only combine for a 20% share of the market. Over time, their 20% combined
market share will – slowly, very slowly – creep up toward a 50% market share.
Progressive now gets about 45% of its premiums from the direct business.
Progressive’s direct business may grow as fast a 6% to 9% a year. That means
that even if Progressive’s agency business does not grow, the company as a
whole can increase sales at 3% to 4% a year. Progressive returns all of its
earnings to shareholders in the form of stock buybacks and dividends. At
today’s price, the 3-year average annual cash return – counting both
buybacks and dividends – is equivalent to a 7.7% yield. To get a 10% annual
return, shareholders only need future cash returns to equal the recent cash
returns (7.7% of the stock price) plus 2.3% annual premium growth. That can
be accomplished if the agency business does not grow at all and the direct
business grows 5% a year. Those are easy growth hurdles for Progressive to
clear. The stock may not be a fast grower, but it is a high cash returner. The
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Progressive’s stock is only trading about
15% below an enterprise value of 1.3
times premiums

value of a stock really depends on
the combination of the earnings it
pays out and the growth it achieves.
The concept of “free cash ﬂow” is
not directly applicable to a ﬁnancial
services company. However, the
amount of earnings that can – in
normal times – be paid out to
shareholders is something that can
be estimated. At Progressive, this
form of free cash ﬂow yield is now
7%. The company is capable of 7%
returns without any growth. And the
company is deﬁnitely capable of 3%
annual growth. The combination of
these two factors will result in 10%
annual returns. That kind of rate of
return is excellent relative to where
other stocks are priced right now. It
is also adequate from a long-term
historical perspective. U.S. stocks
have not – over the long-term returned more than 10% a year. So,
any stock – especially one available
in today’s expensive stock market –
that offers a clear path to 10% annual
returns is a good buy and hold
investment choice.
There are three risks in owning
Progressive. One, is investor error.
An investor might buy Progressive
today and sell out at a bad time. This
can easily be avoided by never
selling Progressive. Since going
public, Progressive has been an
excellent investment. It has vastly
outperformed the S&P 500. So did
GEICO when it was public. It has
done well for Berkshire Hathaway

too. The beneﬁts of holding a fast growing, direct car insurance business are
very high. There is no reason to sell the stock unless there is a threat to its
solvency. Progressive uses very little debt. The company’s investment
portfolio is extremely conservative. The only risk to solvency is underwriting
risk. However, Progressive is not immune from the insurance cycle. It will – as
it did twice in the last 23 years – lose money in its underwriting from time to
time. The company had a combined ratio of 104.4 in 2000. Progressive
leverages its business at up to 3 times premiums to shareholder’s equity. A
combined ratio between 104 and 105 can lead to a loss of 12% to 15% of
shareholder’s equity in a single year (before taxes – the after-tax loss is
obviously lower). It can be difficult for an investor to hold a stock when it loses
12% to 15% of its equity in a single year. In such a year, it is possible that all car
insurers – including GEICO – might also be posting underwriting losses. The
outlook for the industry could be negative at this time. Market sentiment
toward the group could be poor. There could be a lot of signals telling an
investor to sell the stock. A buy and hold investor must not do that. The key to
making money in a wide moat insurance company is holding the stock during
a period of difficult underwriting for the entire industry. Eventually, unusual
underwriting losses and unusual underwriting proﬁts are both “self-defeating”
trends. Low price quotes and high losses today cause insurers to raise their
quotes and re-assesses their expectations for future losses. This allows all
insurers to be more competitive at higher price levels. The reverse happens
during good times for insurers. Neither especially good nor especially bad
times for insurers ever last for long. As long as an investor is conﬁdent in the
relative long-term competitive position of the insurer he owns – he should
ignore the industrywide insurance cycle entirely.
So the ﬁrst risk in holding Progressive can be eliminated through the
investor’s own actions – simply stick to holding the stock no matter what
happens. The second risk is the underwriting risk. Progressive is highly
leveraged to its underwriting margin. It has made growing as fast as possible
while hitting a combined ratio of 96 its mantra. As long as Progressive sticks
to this 96 combined ratio target in both word and deed investors should stick
with the company. There is no solvency risk at Progressive while the company
has a combined ratio less than 100.
The last risk for Progressive is one neither the company nor investors in its
stock can avoid. It is driverless cars. Eventually, the United States will move
toward driverless cars. Over 35,000 people died in car crashes in 2013. The
universal adoption of driverless cars would save most of those lives. There is
a huge societal incentive to adopt driverless cars. The individual household
incentive to do so is much, much lower. And even if car makers, car buyers,
and state and local governments were all determined to adopt universal
driverless technology as quickly as possible – it is unlikely the technology
could be pervasive within less than 15 years of its ﬁrst mainstream
commercialization. So far, there has been no commercialization of true
driverless technology. One day, driverless cars will obsolete the car insurance
industry. That day is probably several decades in the future. The net present
value of the capital Progressive can return over the next couple decades is
great enough to justify buying the stock even if the company is eventually
made obsolete by the widespread adoption of driverless cars.
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Progressive (NYSE: PGR)
Appraisal: $34.59
Margin of Safety: 20%
Owner Earnings

Premiums Written

(in millions)

$17,340

* Normal Underwriting
Margin

7.5%

Underwriting Profit

$1,301

Float

$18,759

* Normal Investment Return

5.5%

Investment Income

$1,032

Underwriting Profit

$1,301

+ Investment Income

$1,032

= Pre-tax Owner Earnings

$2,332

Business Value
Progressive’s business value is $22,542
million.
•
Premium written is $17,340 million
•
Fair multiple = 1.3x premiums written
•
$17,340 million * 1.3 = $22,542
million
Fair Multiple
Progressive’s business is worth at least
1.3x premiums written.
•
Progressive achieved an average
13% margin in the past
•
Progressive can grow between 3%
and 6% in the future
•
There’s an inverse relationship
between growth and margin
•
If margin is 10%, growth will be
closer to 6%
•
1.3x premiums written is
equivalent to 13x EBIT
•
It’s fair to pay 13x EBIT
when growth is over 5%
•
If margin is 13%, growth will be
closer to 3%
•
1.3x premiums written is
equivalent to 10x EBIT
•
It’s fair to pay 10x EBIT
when growth is about 3%

EV/Premiums EV/Float EV/Underwriting EV/Owner
First Acceptance

0.71

1.09

24.55

Infinity

0.80

0.69

61.24

8.62
7.89

Mercury General

1.12

0.90

291.40

11.89

Safety Insurance

1.12

0.68

33.87

8.96

Direct Line

1.31

0.70

21.86

11.11

Minimum

0.71

0.68

21.86

7.89

Maximum

1.31

1.09

291.40

11.89

Median

1.12

0.70

33.87

8.96

Mean

1.01

0.81

86.58

9.69

Standard Deviation

0.25

0.18

115.55

1.72

Variation

24%

22%

133%

18%

Progressive (Market)

0.98

0.91

15.17

7.29

Progressive
(Appraisal)

1.30

1.21

20.12

9.67

Share Value
Progressive’s stock is worth $34.59 a
share.
•
Business value is $22,542 million
•
Debt is $2,164 million
•
Equity value is $20,378 million
•
$22,542 million – $2,164 million =
$20,378 million
•
Equity Value = $34.59/share
•
589.21 million outstanding
shares
•
$20,378 million / 589.21
million = $34.59
Margin of Safety
Progressive stock has a 20% margin of
safety.
•
Business Value = $22,542 million
•
Enterprise Value = $18,073 million
•
Discount = $4,469 ($22,542 million $18,073 million)
•
Margin of Safety = 20% ($4,469
million / $22,542 million)
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the University of Queensland in Australia with degrees in Law (2001) and
Business Management (1999).
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